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Problem summary

Fake news has been a serious social problem with huge negative

influence on both politics and culture. We use multimodal methods

to detect fake news based on image and text data, which improves

the performance compared to that of a unimodal approach.

Dataset

In this project, we uses a new dataset called Fakeddit, introduced by

Nakamura et al. (2020). Fakeddit consists of over 1 million samples

from multiple categories of fake news and over 60% of which are

multimodal with both images and text data. The authors originally

demonstrated multimodal detection of up to 89% accuracy.

Approach

Similar to the approach of Nakamura et al, we adopt a late fusion

architecture where text and image features are concatenated and

passed through a fully connected layer with 1 output feature for 2-

way classification. Here our main innovations are:

- Fully retrain the language and vision models for feature extraction

- Single output with BCE logit loss for efficiency and robustness

- Concatenate full language and vision features for completeness

Results

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have successfully implemented multiple NLP and CNN models

to detect fake news, and fake images. We then combined two best performing

models BERT base and ResNet50 for multimodal fake news detection with a late

fusion architecture. We achieved state of the art performance with 0.9217 test

accuracy and 0.9003 F1 score which is superior to the previous published work on

the same dataset.
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